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Abstract

The Red Sea Project (RSP) is based on a coastal lagoon with over 90 pristine

islands. The project intends to transform the Red Sea coast into a world-class

tourist destination. To better understand the regional dynamics and water

exchange scenarios in the lagoon, a high-resolution numerical model is im-

plemented. The general and tidal circulation dynamics are then investigated

with a particular focus on the response of the lagoon to strong wind jets.

Significant variations in winter and summer circulation patterns are iden-

tified. The tidal amplitude inside the lagoon is greater than that outside,

with strong tidal currents passing over its surrounding coral reef banks. The

lagoon rapidly responds to the strong easterly wind jets that occur mainly

in winter; it develops a reverse flow at greater depths, and the coastal water

elevation is instantly affected. Lagrangian particle simulations are conducted
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to study the residence time of water in the lagoon. The results suggest that

water renewal is slow in winter. Analysis of the Lagrangian coherent struc-

tures (LCS) reveals that water renewal is largely linked to the circulation

patterns in the lagoon. In winter, the water becomes restricted in the central

lagoon with only moderate exchange, whereas in summer, more circulation

is observed with a higher degree of interaction between the central lagoon

and external water. The results of LCS also highlight the tidal contribution

to stirring and mixing while identifying the hotspots of the phenomenon.

Our analysis demonstrates an effective approach for studying regional water

mixing and connectivity, which could support coastal management in data-

limited regions.

Key words: The Red Sea Project, lagoon, residence time, Lagrangian

coherent structures, coastal, transport
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1. Introduction1

The Red Sea is regarded as a natural treasure with its abundant, thriv-2

ing coral reef ecosystems, and the unique marine conditions they thrive in,3

including extreme temperature and salinity (Carvalho et al., 2019). The Red4

Sea Project (RSP) is located in northwestern Saudi Arabia on the Red Sea5

coast (https://www.theredsea.sa). The development of the project is spread6

over an area of about 1,600 km2 and encompasses more than 90 pristine is-7

lands in a lagoon-like basin. The basin is bordered by massive onshore barrier8

reefs and small islands, whose steep shoreline cliffs cut sharply into the sea.9

These natural barriers partially isolate the basin from the surrounding sea,10

with limited water exchange occurring through narrow channels and shallow11

banks over the reefs (Figure 1).12

At the RSP lagoon, northwesterly winds dominate over the sea through-13

out the year (Langodan et al., 2017b). However, the wind regime from the14

land is variable because of the smaller valleys that cut through nearby moun-15

tain ridges and cause strong, episodic easterly jets (Jiang et al., 2009), es-16

pecially in winter. The regional oceanic circulation features a northward17

boundary current along the Saudi coast (Yao et al., 2014b,a) and frequent18

eddies that are more active in winter (Zhan et al., 2014, 2016, 2018, 2019).19

These eddies and boundary current events can affect the regional circulation20

outside the lagoon and potentially influence the internal flow. Circulation21

over reefs can be driven by several mechanisms, including tides, wind, buoy-22

ancy effects, and waves (Andrews, 1990; Lentz et al., 2016b, 2017). Wave23

breaking occurs on the forereef, which causes a local increase in water level24

and a pressure gradient that drives cross-reef flows. This is an important25
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Figure 1: Domain of simulation with bathymetry in color and islands and coastlines de-

marcated in black. The light gray patches indicate the shallow areas occupied by coral

reefs, whereas the blue and red dots indicate the locations of two in − situ observation

sites.
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force for small lagoons with offshore sizes of less than 3 km (Symonds et al.,26

1995; Kraines et al., 1998; Lugo-Fernández et al., 2004; Lowe et al., 2009;27

Lentz et al., 2016a). However, for larger lagoons, the circulation is mainly28

driven by winds, tides, and buoyancy effects (Balotro et al., 2003; Monismith29

et al., 2006; Umgiesser et al., 2014; Montaño-Ley and Soto-Jiménez, 2019).30

An estimate of the wave-driven flow across the forereef of the RSP lagoon31

using Lentz et al. (2016b)’s idealized model suggests that the cross-reef ve-32

locity is of less than 0.05 m/s, and this has been verified by an ADCIRC33

wave-coupled model (not shown). Therefore, the wave effects are considered34

to be small and presumably do not have a significant impact on the circula-35

tion of the RSP lagoon, whose offshore front is typically more than 30 km36

away from the coastline.37

The variability in water fluxes through the inlets determines the lagoon38

flushing rates and influences the water quality, salt (brine), and heat balance,39

and ecosystem (Lowe et al., 2009; Tartinville et al., 1997; Umgiesser et al.,40

2014). The residence time (RT ) is defined as the amount of time a fluid41

parcel remains in a region before crossing a particular boundary (Cavalcante42

et al., 2012). Understanding RT is vital to characterize the conditions of43

the marine ecosystem and evaluate the potential consequences of human44

activities within a water body. It is also a key factor in determining the45

rate at which biologically important components of marine species, such as46

nutrients and larvae, are exchanged with the open ocean. Residence time47

further controls a variety of key processes in coastal lagoons, including the48

transport and dispersal of various water masses (Oliveira and Kjerfve, 1993;49

Cerralbo et al., 2016), water renewal (Balotro et al., 2003; Umgiesser et al.,50
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2014; Georgiou et al., 2020), and coastal biomass evolution (Tartinville et al.,51

1997; Yahel et al., 1998).52

The RSP aims to develop a world-class tourism project, and the lagoon,53

recognized for its ecological and economic importance, has been declared a54

conservation zone. In such coastal systems, the distribution and transport55

of important water properties (temperature, salinity, and concentration of56

nutrients, larvae, and pollutants) as well as of life forms incapable of locomo-57

tion, critically depend on the circulation patterns and possible oscillations58

due to tides or transient winds that could generate turbulence and mixing59

(Csanady, 1982). Till date, knowledge about the regional circulation is lim-60

ited. The unique dynamics of the RSP lagoon, its response to atmospheric61

conditions, and the role of circulation in structuring its water exchange and62

renewal are poorly understood owing to the lack of adequate observations.63

In this study, we address this gap by investigating the hydrodynamics of the64

region and RT of water and by discussing their seasonal and spatial variabil-65

ity, based on the results of state-of-the-art high-resolution numerical models66

and methods. The goal is to improve our understanding of the spatial and67

temporal extent of coastal processes in the RSP lagoon. The manuscript is68

organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the numerical models and69

methods. Section 3 outlines the general and tidal circulation patterns in the70

RSP lagoon. The RT is estimated and discussed in Section 4, including the71

analysis of Lagrangian coherent structures (LCS) in Section 5. A discussion72

and summary of the main results are provided in Section 6.73
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2. Models and Methods74

A high-resolution MIT general circulation model (MITgcm) (Marshall75

et al., 1997) was implemented to simulate the circulation in the coastal re-76

gion of the RSP, ranging from 36.35◦E to 37.25◦E and 25.2◦N to 26.4◦N .77

The model uses spherical coordinates with a horizontal resolution of approxi-78

mately 75 m and 50 vertical z-levels, whose thickness gradually increases from79

0.5 m at the surface to 180 m at the bottom. This resolution was selected to80

handle the extremely complex topography and jagged coastlines. Daily tem-81

perature, salinity, and horizontal velocity fields at the southern and western82

open boundaries were nested within a 1-km model that was configured to sim-83

ulate the general circulation of the entire Red Sea (an updated version of that84

implemented by Yao et al. (2014a,b)). The entire Red Sea model was forced85

with a 5-km Weather Research Forecast (WRF) product (Viswanadhapalli86

et al., 2017), downscaled from the ERA-Interim products of the European87

Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Dee et al., 2011)88

and further assimilated the available remote sensing (Quick Scatterometer,89

Windsat and ASCAT, and geostationary satellites) and in − situ (synoptic90

stations, Metar, ship, Rawinsonde and pilot balloon) datasets in the region.91

To ensure that the variations in mean water elevations in the coastal model92

are consistent with the 1-km Red Sea model, the normal velocities at the93

southern and western open boundaries were adjusted to match the exact94

volume flux of the regional Red Sea model. The K-profile parameterization95

(KPP) scheme (Large et al., 1994) was used to consolidate strategies for a96

variety of unresolved processes involved in vertical mixing. The bottom drag97

was estimated using the no-slip scheme, in which a friction term is computed98
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in the grid cell above the bottom and its magnitude is proportional to the99

vertical viscosity (Griffies and Hallberg, 2000). Meanwhile, the quadratic100

bottom drag scheme (coefficient = 0.01) was applied to the no-slip condi-101

tion, as a function of the velocity immediately above the topography, with102

the specified coefficient being the same order as that estimated by Lentz et al.103

(2017).104

For the RSP coastal model, barotropic tidal forcing was applied at the105

boundaries by prescribing the amplitudes and phases at 1-hour intervals.106

The tidal parameters were extracted from the inverse barotropic tidal model,107

TPXO 7.2, for the Indian Ocean (Red Sea) (Egbert et al., 1994), including108

eight major tidal components of semidiurnal and diurnal frequencies (M2, S2,109

N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, and Q1). This model is driven by hourly surface wind,110

air temperature, specific humidity, precipitation, and downward shortwave111

and longwave radiation values generated from a 3-km WRF product. This112

was carried out using an approach similar to that used to develop the 5-km113

regional Red Sea reanalysis. The surface fluxes, including the net freshwater114

and heat fluxes, as well as surface wind stress were calculated using the bulk115

formula from the above-listed atmospheric state variables.116

An accurate representation of the seabed topography, which is bordered117

by abundant coral reefs and islands, was necessary to successfully model the118

circulation in the region. In and around these reefs, which exhibit steep edges119

and sudden drop-offs, the water depth can vary dramatically. To generate a120

fine-scale high-resolution bathymetry of the model domain, data from vari-121

ous sources were collected, cross-validated, and merged. This data included122

measurements from six ad − hoc cruises operated in the lagoon, the latest123
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version of the General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (Ioc, 2008), and124

remotely sensed high-resolution images. Our exhaustive research yielded the125

most accurate and complete representation of the coastlines and near-shore126

bathymetry, with more than 200 islands, coastal shelves, and shallow reefs127

being now meticulously in the domain (Figure 1).128

We analyzed the period between February 2017 and April 2018. The re-129

gional assimilative WRF model outputs were validated and extensively used130

in regional climate studies (Langodan et al., 2017b; Viswanadhapalli et al.,131

2017; Langodan et al., 2017a). The 1-km Red Sea model has been vali-132

dated against independent observations of conductivity, temperature, and133

depth across the Red Sea (George Krokos, personal communication, May 16,134

2019), and satellite sea surface height (SSH) and sea surface temperature135

(SST) data (Toye et al., 2017), providing satisfactory boundary conditions136

for the nested model. The nested model was validated against in− situ ob-137

servations of water elevation and temperature collected between November138

2017 and January 2018 at the two stations shown in Figure 1. A comparison139

between the outputs of the model and the observed elevations is shown in Fig-140

ure 2 (a - d), and the simulated seawater temperature is compared with the141

Level-4 Global 1-km Sea Surface Temperature (G1SST) dataset (Chao et al.,142

2009) and in−situ observations (Figure 2 e - g). The root mean square error143

(RMSE) in water elevation is in the order of centimeters, and the RMSEs in144

temperature are less than 1 oC (Figure 2). In general, the model results agree145

with available observations, notwithstanding some inevitable discrepancies,146

and the comparative data limitations due to the paucity of in−situ observa-147

tions. The non-assimilative model used here may not reproduce the full flow148
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structures in the RSP region, particularly when the adjacent open sea is sub-149

ject to random eddies (Zhan et al., 2014, 2015; ?). However, this should not150

affect the findings of this work in term of the general circulation dynamics of151

the region, as the primary seasonal circulation scenarios and key dynamics152

are validated based on the presented model-observation comparisons.153

The Lagrangian trajectories of passive particles are simulated using the154

connectivity modeling system (CMS) (Paris et al., 2013). The CMS is a155

probabilistic model of particle dispersal based on a stochastic Lagrangian156

framework. Driven by the velocity fields from the MITgcm outputs, the157

CMS computes the particle locations and tracks of their pathways follow-158

ing a multigrid approach. The CMS provides a Lagrangian description of159

oceanic advection and dispersion. It is a useful tool for studying concentrate160

discharges (Zhan et al., 2015), biological connectivity among various coral161

reef complexes at the coastal scale (Nanninga et al., 2015; Lindo-Atichati162

et al., 2016), basin scale (Raitsos et al., 2017), and cross-basin scale (Wang163

et al., 2019).164

The fate of tracers in the ocean is closely related to emerging patterns165

commonly referred to as LCS (Peacock and Dabiri, 2010), which are identified166

as ridges of the finite-time Lyapunov exponent (FTLE) fields (Shadden et al.,167

2005) (Appendix B). The LCS is a Lagrangian diagnostics that is widely used168

to study the transport and mixing processes of oceanographic tracers. It can169

delimit regions of whirls, stretching, or the contraction of tracers (Ottino,170

1989; Haza et al., 2016) byrepresenting the material boundaries that separate171

different regions by particle movement (Duran et al., 2018). The LCS is172

known to correspond well with major structures, such as filaments, fronts,173
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Figure 2: Comparison of simulated water elevation (black curves) with observations (col-

ored dots) at difference locations and frequencies: (a) hourly data at S1, (b) hourly data at

S2, (c) daily averaged data at S2, (d) daily and domain average SSH data from AVISO (pro-

cessed by SSALTO/DUACS and distributed by AVISO+ (https://www.aviso.altimetry.fr)

with support from CNES). Comparison of simulated SST (black curves) in comparison with

observations (color dots) of G1SST averaged over the lagoon, (e) in− situ measurements

at S1 (f) and S2 (g), respectively.
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and spirals, which appear in the geophysical and bio-geochemical tracer fields174

(Olascoaga et al., 2006, 2008; Beron-Vera and Olascoaga, 2009; Nencioli et al.,175

2011; Gough et al., 2019). The code used to compute FTLE was developed176

in collaboration between LOCEAN (F.d’Ovidio) and CLS and is available at177

https://anaconda.org/fbriol/lagrangian.178

3. Coastal Circulation in the RSP lagoon179

3.1. General Circulation180

According to seasonal variations in SST of the region and the northern181

Red Sea (Yao et al., 2014b,a) that reaches lowest and highest annual range,182

January - February, and August - September are selected as the representa-183

tive months for the winter and summer scenarios, respectively. Accordingly,184

all analyzed data for the two seasons is extracted from these months.185

The average seasonal circulation in the RSP region exhibits different pat-186

terns in winter and summer, as shown in Figure 3 (a and b), with the SST187

displayed in color and superimposed by the volume transport integrated over188

the upper 20 m. Outside the lagoon, strong northwestward currents persist189

in both seasons at speeds exceeding 0.5m/s on the surface, a similar feature190

has been found from the AVISO monthly averaged geostrophic velocities (not191

shown). These currents generate a retroflection that extends and enters the192

lagoon from the north. (Note that the arrows inside the lagoon are in white193

and their magnitudes are plotted four times larger than those outside the194

lagoon, for better visibility.) In winter, the mean flow inside the lagoon is195

usually weak. This is because wind jets that occur in the winter months can196

force the water northwestward and therefore compensate the aforementioned197
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southeastward currents (details are discussed in Section 3.3). In summer,198

currents from the north flow toward the central and southeastern lagoon and199

form a counterclockwise circulation, although its shape is highly deformed.200

Also, a noticeable difference in summer is marked by a coastal branch that is201

bifurcated from the inflow. This branch extends along the curved coastline202

and gradually decays toward the shallow waters among the southern offshore203

islands. The average flows exit the lagoon through the western and southern204

outlets in summer. The majority of these outlets are obstructed by coral205

reefs, with depths of about 2 m except for a few deeper channels (Figure 1).206

The mean circulation inside the lagoon is weaker than that outside the207

lagoon; however, the SST exhibits greater variability. The SST inside the208

lagoon ranges between approximately 20 and 32 oC over a year, varying209

much more than the open sea SST, which varies about 24 and 30 oC. This is210

clearly illustrated by the seasonal temperature averages in the cross section211

plotted in Figure 3 (c and d). The winter scenario is characterized by cold212

water inside the lagoon with the isothermal doming to the surface, whereas in213

summer, the central lagoon is filled with warm water throughout the column214

and exhibits weak stratification. A close examination of Figure 3 (c and d)215

shows that the water is more confined within the lagoon in winter, whereas216

in summer, the northern part of the lagoon hosts water intruded from the217

north. This wide range of seasonal variability is attributed to the limited218

heat capacity of the lagoon water, which is subjected to intense seasonal219

variations of the heat flux (not shown). The mean SST distribution in the220

central lagoon coincides with the edges marked by the arrows, indicating221

a larger volume transport. This suggests that the water is trapped by the222
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Figure 3: Seasonally averaged volume transport (in arrows) of the upper 20 m superim-

posed on the SST (in color): in (a) winter (b) summer. The arrows inside the lagoon are

colored in white and their magnitude are plotted four times larger than those outside the

lagoon for better visibility. The seasonally averaged temperature in winter and summer

at the cross section (marked by the dashed line in b) is illustrated in (c) and (d). The

color bar specifies the temperature in units of oC.
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currents with moderate exchange with the ambient water.223

3.2. Tidal Currents224

Tidal currents in the Red Sea are generally weak, with an average speed of225

less than 0.1 m/s (Madah et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2016); however, they can be226

amplified in shallow coastal areas. The results of a harmonic analysis suggest227

that the dominant tidal signal is associated with the semidiurnal tides; in228

particular, the M2 component, which exhibits a 12 h 25 min periodicity. The229

amplitude and phase of the M2 tidal constituent are shown in Figure 4 (a).230

Owing to the reef topography, the inner lagoon exhibits a greater amplitude231

at the coast compared with that in the open sea. The tide propagating from232

the south contacts the outer reef almost simultaneously and is then largely233

obstructed by the shallow reef banks before entering the lagoon. It takes234

approximately 6− 8min to pass through. The elevation inside the lagoon is235

isochronous despite the presence of several scattered islands.236

The magnitudes of the M2 surface tidal current are shown in color in237

Figure 4 (b), superimposed with the tidal ellipses. The surface currents238

are amplified over the shallow reef banks, where the tidal ellipses generally239

exhibit a higher eccentricity. This suggests that the flood and ebb currents240

evolve alternately back and forth without a noticeable rotation. This is also241

reflected by the typical snapshots of the flood and ebb tides shown in Figure242

4 (c) and (d), respectively. During both periods, the surface current velocity243

reaches 0.5m/s at the reef banks, which is at least five times stronger than244

that inside the lagoon. During the flood period, a large gradient in elevation245

appears between the inside and outside of the lagoon, and the tidal currents246

flood into the lagoon over all of the surrounding reef banks and inlets. During247
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Figure 4: Distribution of tidal features (M2). (a) Amplitude in color superimposed with

phase in contours. (b) Amplitude of tidal current in color superimposed with tidal el-

lipse, where blue and red represent rotation of clockwise and counterclockwise rotations,

respectively. (c) and (d) Snapshots of surface flood currents and ebb currents (arrows)

and water elevation (in color) within a tidal cycle, respectively.
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the ebb period, however, the water mainly returns to the open sea through248

the western and southern reefs, with fairly limited outflow to the north.249

Becauses the RSP lagoon is shallow, it is particularly responsive to heat-250

ing and cooling processes; warming and cooling are evident even over diurnal251

time scales. The diurnal variation in the average SST averaged inside the252

lagoon ranges between 0.4 to 0.8 oC. In addition to the variations imposed253

by atmospheric forcing, the warmer or colder water from the open sea can be254

carried by flood or ebb currents depending on the phase. This may amplify255

or suppress the daily variations in the water temperature inside the lagoon,256

particularly for water in the vicinity of the surrounding reefs.257

3.3. Response to Strong Wind Jets258

The hydrodynamics within the RSP lagoon are highly responsive to tem-259

poral wind variations. Analysis of the wind regime over the region suggests260

that the area is dominated by northwesterly winds; however, strong episodic261

easterly wind jets from the mountain gaps occur in the winter months. Sig-262

nificant changes in the circulation patterns can occur within a few days in263

response to a strong wind event, as the currents adjust to the geostrophic264

equilibrium for periods in the order of f−1 (Csanady, 1982).265

The example in Figure 5 highlights the response of the lagoon water to266

strong wind jets. Under normal atmospheric conditions with northwesterly267

winds (Figure 5 a), the daily average surface currents flow southeastward268

(Figure 5 c). A band of coastal water is cooler because of the shallow topog-269

raphy and its physical isolation from the outer relatively warmer water. The270

northwesterly wind generates a downwind flow in the upper layers (Figure271

5 e) and leads to a higher water elevation toward the southeast lagoon (not272
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Figure 5: Daily averaged properties on December 7, 2017 and December 9, 2017, respec-

tively, which represent the atmospheric and oceanic conditions before and after an easterly

wind event: (a and b) wind speed (m/s, in color) superimposed with wind vectors, where

the color bar specifies the wind speed in units of m/s; (c and d) SST (oC, in color) su-

perimposed by surface currents, where the color bar specifies the temperature in units of

oC; (e and f) velocity profiles flowing across the section indicated by the red line in (c),

where positive/negative values represent northwestward/southeastward velocities across

the section, respectively. The color bar specifies the velocity in units of m/s.
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shown). This induces a surface-slope pressure gradient, which in turn tends273

to create a counteracting current at deeper depths of the lagoon (Figure 5274

e), as has been reported by Mathieu et al. (2002); Andréfouët et al. (2006).275

After just two days, during which the wind regime shifts into easterly jets at276

higher speeds (Figure 5 b), the surface currents in the entire lagoon turn and277

begin to flow westward and northward (Figure 5 d). The surface heat loss278

inside the lagoon is significantly intensified, following the higher wind speeds279

over the lagoon and cooling a large fraction of the surface water (Figure 5280

d). The wind from the land blows surface water offshore, which causes water281

to pile up against the western reefs and generates a higher mean elevation282

outside the lagoon (not shown). The reversed northwestward currents at the283

section could reach a depth of 20 m deep near the coast and reef islands,284

and are counterbalanced by weak southeastward currents in the deeper lay-285

ers (Figure 5 f). Similar dynamics with the reversal of the horizontal velocity286

with depth was observed by Mathieu et al. (2002) in idealized experiments287

of wind forcing over an enclosed basin, wherein the wind-induced currents in288

the upper layers were balanced by the returning flows in the lower layers.289

A close examination of the variation in coastal elevation reveals a ∼10-day290

oscillation in the winter months, as depicted by the time series of the de-tided291

elevation in Figure 6 (a, yellow curve). This starts from December and lasts292

until February, and is reflected also by the larger magnitude of the wavelet293

scalogram of the elevation (Figure 6 b). This feature is only observed in294

winter. The particular oscillation correlates with the highly variable offshore295

component of wind stress over the lagoon (coefficient = 0.46, Figure 6 c).296

Strong wind jets periodically blow offshore during this period and push water297
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Figure 6: Elevation at the coastal region inside the RSP lagoon from August 2017 to

February 2018. (a) Time series of the simulated hourly elevation (thin blue curve) and

the corresponding de-tided signal (thick red and yellow curve). (b) Wavelet scalogram of

the hourly elevation time series (namely the blue curve in a). Gray regions outside the

dashed white lines delineate the regions where edge effects are significant. (c) Time series

of daily averaged elevation at the coast (yellow curve, same as the yellow curve in a) and

corresponding wind stress averaged over the RSP lagoon (purple curve). The negative

values of the latter indicate that the direction of wind stress is offshore. The period is

selected from December 7, 2017 to February 28, 2018.
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out of the lagoon, which results in a decrease in water elevation (Figure298

6 c). When the jets start to moderate, the lagoon rapidly refills almost299

simultaneously with the wind. This suggests that the mechanism that drives300

sea level variations within the the RSP lagoon differs from that of the central301

Red Sea coast, which is driven by the along-axis surface wind stress over the302

southern Red Sea (?). Additionally, the direct wind stress could generate303

seiches in some restricted or choked coastal lagoons (Gill, 1982; Chapman304

and Giese, 2019), however, the open outlets all around the RSP lagoon limit305

its ability to hold water and could only yield a < 2 cm increase in elevation306

downwind toward the western edge. Such a surface-slope pressure gradient307

is insufficient to generate seiche waves, and no significant signals of seiches308

(typical periods ranging from minutes to hours) are observed in the wavelet309

scalogram.310

4. RT311

The RT is a measure of the water-mass retention within defined bound-312

aries (Cavalcante et al., 2012) and is often used as a key hydromorphological313

element for evaluating water quality (Monsen et al., 2002). The RT scale314

of a lagoon depends on the character and strength of the physical transport315

processes between the domain of interest and the adjacent seas. In this study,316

passive particles are released throughout the lagoon at seven different depths317

(evenly distributed from 0 to 30 m with a 5−m interval ∼ 85000 in total per318

day) and their trajectories are simulated based on hourly three-dimensional319

velocity fields. The particle trajectories are then used to determine the time320

at which each particle exits the lagoon, which allows estimation of the spa-321
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tial distribution of RT at different depths. A particle is considered to leave322

the lagoon when it crosses the boundary, as indicated by the colored edge323

in Figure 7 (a - h). For those particles initially released near the lagoon324

edges, the RT values are sensitive to the phase of the tide (Monsen et al.,325

2002). However, this effect was mitigated by averaging the daily RT over a326

two-month period. The particles are released every 24 h, yielding 60 different327

simulations that are then averaged for each season.328

The spatial distributions of 2-month averaged RT in winter and summer329

are illustrated in Figure 7 (a - g). The RT values inside the lagoon vary330

greatly in space and time. The RT in winter is generally longer, particularly331

at deeper layers, with a large fraction of the lagoon water exhibiting more332

than 90 days of RT . By comparison, the lagoon water is likely refreshed333

at a faster rate in the summer. In both seasons, the water entering the334

lagoon during the flood tide remains near the reefs and leaves the lagoon as335

soon as the tidal currents reverse. Consequently, the RT is much shorter336

in the vicinity of the surrounding reefs. Meanwhile, the RT values near337

the western and southern boundaries are shorter because the water can be338

flushed out by the southward background currents that exit through the339

western and southern outlets. In contrast, the RT values in the central lagoon340

are much longer, which suggests a relatively weak connection to the open341

ocean. Another key difference is that the coastalRT is considerably shorter in342

summer compared with that in winter. This is particularly true near the inner343

cape and bay at 25.7◦N . This is largely caused by the southward background344

flow along the coast, which occurs only in summer as describe in Section 3.1345

(Figure 3 b). In contrast, water appears to be poorly advected by the weaker346
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Days

Figure 7: Spatial distribution of RT (in days) at different layers estimated by particle

releasing experiments. The RT is averaged from 60 experiments initiated on a daily ba-

sis in winter (a-d, February/March) and in summer (e-h, August/September). The color

bar specifies the RT in days. (i) Time series of percentage of particles remaining inside

the lagoon averaged over 60 experiments in which particles were subsequently released

on an hourly basis. The blue and red lines represent particles released in winter (Febru-

ary/March) and summer (July/August) correspondingly. The error shading represents

standard error statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
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coastal current in winter. In addition, to diagnose the timescales involved in347

the water exchange and renewal, we also estimate the percentage of particles348

that remain in the lagoon. This evolution averaged over different starting349

times within the seasons are outlined in Figure 7 (i). Particles released in350

winter generally stay inside the lagoon for much longer. If the percentage left351

is chosen to be one third of the initial amount, it takes 81 days to decrease352

to that level in winter, while only 40 days in summer.353

5. LCS354

LCS have been used to describe and investigate the dispersion of various355

flow regimes in coastal seas (Lekien et al., 2005; Nencioli et al., 2011; Huhn356

et al., 2012; Fiorentino et al., 2012). Typical features marked by an LCS357

could be edges of strong currents and eddies, along which the water stretches358

and molds. The LCS can be represented by the ridges of the forward or359

backward FTLE, which approximate the repelling or attracting manifolds,360

respectively (Appendix B). More specifically, nearby water parcels at the361

end time but on different sides of the backward FTLE ridges have come from362

disparate origins, whereas regions away from FTLE ridges are relatively qui-363

escent.The backward FTLE ridges tend to attract water parcels in forward364

time, acting as material barriers to dispersion and delineating pathways for365

the evolution of passively advected tracers (Beron-Vera et al., 2010), which366

is most insightful for the purpose of the present study. Attracting LCS asso-367

ciated to backward integration has a direct physical interpretation (D’Ovidio368

et al., 2004): tracers (chlorophyll, temperature, etc.) spread along these at-369

tracting LCS create their typical filamental structures (Lehahn et al., 2007;370
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Calil and Richards, 2010; Bettencourt et al., 2012).371

FTLEs provide the integrated effects of the velocity over a given time372

span. To unveil areas of different stirring features between seasons, FTLEs373

are computed based on daily vertical-mean velocities over 30 days elapsed374

backward in time, starting from the end of each simulation. The FTLE of375

typical months in winter (Jan. 27, 2018 to Feb. 25, 2018) and summer376

(Aug. 24, 2017 to Sept. 23, 2017) are displayed in Figure 8. The dark ridges377

correspond to attracting LCSs, in which water from one side of the ridges does378

not significantly leak into the other side, which indicates manifolds as barriers379

to material flow. The northern part, marked by dark patches, results from a380

large aggregation of manifolds. Therefore, they are areas of high deformation381

and stretching during the 30-day period and water mixes and get advected382

farther away as the dark patches extend. This is a prominent feature at the383

northern lagoon in both seasons, largely caused by the high rate of mixing384

when water flows over and interacts with the shallow topography of the reef385

complexes. We also stress here the appearance of a clear barrier in both386

seasons that separates the lagoon from the southwest open sea, despite the387

strong northwestward current (Figure 3 a and b).388

Compared with those in winter (Figure 9 a), more abundant and intense389

ridges in summer (Figure 9 b) connect the lagoon with the open sea to390

its northwestern, and, in particular, its southeastern regions. The higher391

degree of connection indicates rapid water exchange and conforms with the392

shorter RT in summer. Another noticeable disparity is indicated by the393

white patch at the inner lagoon in winter, versus the curvy orange ridges in394

summer. As the FTLE can be considered as a skeleton of the connectivity395
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Figure 8: FTLE in a winter month (a) and in a summer month (b). Each FTLE is

computed with the daily averaged velocity fields over a 30-day period starting from the

listed date backward in time. The color bar represents the magnitude of FTLE with units

of 1/day.
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Figure 9: Evolution of the locations of three sets of particles in the RSP lagoon during a

30-day period from January 27, 2018 to February 25, 2018 (a–c) and from August 25, 2017

to September 23, 2017 (d–f), superimposed on the spatial distributions of high values of

the corresponding 30-day backward FTLE, as shown in Figure 8.

pattern (Hernández-Carrasco et al., 2013), this implies that water of the396

central the RSP lagoon is relatively quiescent and isolated in winter, and397

becomes more ventilated in summer. Moreover, in the summer month, darker398

patches extended to the south of the lagoon suggests noticeable outflow in399

that region, which is not seen in the winter month.400

To illustrate the relationship between the LCS and transport patterns,401

the same high values of the 30-day FTLE are shown in Figure 9 appearing as402
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a network of lines, superimposed with locations of passive particles released403

in the northern, central and southern basins at the beginning of the 30 days.404

The sequence of particles reveals properties of the dynamics that developed405

for a wide-range of flows. In the winter months, Figure 9 (a -c), shows a light406

patch surrounded by dark ridges in the central lagoon indicates that the wa-407

ter mass is likely detained in the central lagoon, with limited connection to408

the ambient waters. Consequently, the red particles are trapped within the409

patches without flowing across the surrounding darker barriers and mixing410

with the blue or green particles released at the northern or southern lagoon,411

which leads to a significantly longer RT (Figure 7 a). The displacement of412

a fluid parcel is indeed constrained by the LCS transport barriers without413

noticeable leakage. Because water can flow northward owing to the dominant414

wind jets during this period, as discussed in Section 3.3, some blue particles415

exit the lagoon through the northern outlets and move following the ridges,416

while the rest are retained in the northern lagoon. The large differences in417

the fates for the proximal initialization indicate a high sensitivity to initial418

location across the FTLE ridges. By contrast, ridges in summer (Figure 9 d419

-f) aggregate with each other and fill the entire lagoon, suggesting active ex-420

change and mixing. Under these circumstances, the water mass is more likely421

to deform and mix with ambient water, as shown by the mingled particles422

in the lagoon. The background flow in summer is generally southeastward;423

therefore, the ridges extend to the open sea through the southern outlet, af-424

ter which all of the green particles and some of the red particles are flushed425

out of the lagoon. This channel acts as the main exit for the outflow in sum-426

mer; therefore, it is conducive to a shorter RT . After exiting, some of the427
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Figure 10: Spatial distribution of temporally averaged backward FTLE (a) with the non-

tidal mean flow and (b) with the actual tidal flow. Each FTLE is computed with hourly

velocity fields over a 5-day period started from 30 days in August 2017.

green particles are entrained by the strong northwestward current following428

the FTLE ridges. In general, the tracer evolves very tightly following the429

evolution of the LCS, which explicitly demonstrates that the LCS demarcate430

paths for the evolution of passively advected tracers.431

To demonstrate the tidal contribution to stirring and mixing patterns432

in this region, the backward FTLEs are computed over a shorter time span433

(five days) based on the mean flow and actual tidal currents in August.434

Thirty experiments are carried out on a daily basis using ergodic tidal phases.435

Because the general tidal patterns, and not a particular flood or ebb event436

at a particular time, are of interest, the temporal average of the 30 FTLE437

fields computed using velocities with and without tides are shown in Figure438
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10. In both scenarios, the currents appear to be impeded by the periphery of439

the reefs in the northern and western lagoon, as depicted by the dark ridges.440

During a five-day period, the FTLE with tidal flow displays prominently441

higher intensity, particularly over the northern and western reef banks. For442

lagoons surrounded by shallow reef barriers, it is expected that water en-443

tering the lagoon during the flood tide does not penetrate far and remains444

near the reefs before exiting the lagoon after the reversed flood tidal currents445

(Andréfouët et al., 2006). Nevertheless, periodic tidal motions arise from ex-446

changes with adjacent waters, and inlet jetting can result in rapid dispersion447

and attenuation of the tidal currents. This increases the chances of connec-448

tivity among nearby water regions, ultimately by sub-mesoscale or turbulent449

mixing over the ridges of the backward FTLE (Tartinville et al., 1997). Com-450

pared with the mean flow, the darker patches with tides suggest more active451

advection and stirring yielded by the tidal currents. Meanwhile, the coastal452

area appears to be insensitive to the tidal effect owing to its physical isola-453

tion from the lagoon edge because no obvious differences are observed in that454

area. In addition, strong background laminar flow to the southwest of the455

lagoon forms a clear northwest-to-southeast barrier, the location of which456

does not vary significantly with or without tides.457

6. Summary458

Based on the outputs of a high-resolution nested coastal model, the459

present study investigates the general circulation dynamics, water exchange,460

and their seasonal variabilities of the RSP lagoon in the Red Sea.461

The physical processes controlling the circulation of a lagoon are primar-462
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ily influenced by the lagoon size/topography, circulation dynamics of the463

adjacent sea, orientation to the prevailing wind direction, and tidal variabil-464

ity. The morphology of the surrounding shallow reef banks constrains the465

water exchange within the RSP lagoon and leads to a marked difference in466

water properties compared with the adjacent sea. The area southwest of the467

lagoon is dominated by a northward boundary current throughout the year,468

a branch of which forms a retroflection that enters the lagoon from the north-469

ern inlets. The prevailing northwesterly wind regime persists throughout the470

year. However, an important feature of the local wind-driven currents, and471

one that may set it apart from the persistent winds, stems from the episodic472

jet events in wind forcing during winter. Significant changes in the wind473

speeds and directions caused by these strong jets result in rapid changes in474

the wind-driven circulation. The local wind-driven components include the475

direct downwind drift and upwind return flow at deeper layers. This hap-476

pens in response to the wind-driven water level redistribution caused by the477

barotropic pressure gradient setup in the downwind direction. Meanwhile,478

the low-frequency rise and fall of the coastal sea level is controlled by the in-479

flow and outflow produced by different wind regimes. Additional circulation480

caused by the water surface slope can arise from the water level variation481

outside the passes caused by tidal and wind effects over the shelf. Shelf tides482

force the exchange of water through the passages, with maximum velocities483

occurring over the western and southern shallow reef banks. The tidal cur-484

rents are often dominant near the passages, whereas the interior circulation485

is primarily driven by wind forcing and long-term influence from the open486

sea, as well as partially adjusted by tidal rectification487
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Water exchange is largely limited by the reef barrier that surrounds the488

entire the RSP lagoon. The complex morphology slows down the water flow489

and increases the water flushing time, particularly in the central lagoon.490

In general, the lagoon water is likely to be ventilated more efficiently in491

summer with a significantly faster renewal rate than in winter. Near the492

reefs, the tidal currents of alternating inflow and outflow are often dominant,493

whereas in the interior, flow driven by the wind or currents from the open494

sea acts as the main ventilator of the semi-enclosed lagoon. Analysis of the495

particle trajectories and associated LCS patterns reveals distinct seasonality496

in the circulation patterns and RT . In winter, the water in the central497

lagoon is more weakly advected, with moderate exchange with the open498

sea. This could largely be attributed to wind jets in winter when water is499

pushed northwestward, which compensates for the southeastward currents.500

In summer, a large amount of water exits the lagoon from the southern501

outlets and the water exchange is more active with FTLE ridges aggregating502

throughout the lagoon.503

This study presents the first investigation of the physical dynamics in504

the RSP lagoon to reveal the mechanisms that drive the unique circulation505

system and processes of water exchange under different scenarios. This can506

provide important insights into the circulation dynamics in similar coastal507

systems and serve as a benchmark for studying the ecosystems in those en-508

vironments.509
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Appendix A. Vertical grid spacing517

A high vertical resolution vertical grid is configured in z-coordinate to518

resolve the steep topography (Figure A11). Specifically, the model is imple-519

mented with 50 vertical layers, with the upper 4 m equally divided into 8520

layers (thickness of each layer = 0.5 m) to resolve the shallow coral complex521

and fringing reefs, and the upper 40 m is divided into 18 layers to resolve the522

steep topography at the reef edges and inside the lagoon.523

Appendix B. Computing the FTLE524

The LCS can be identified as the ridges of the FTLE fields (Shadden et al.,525

2005). FTLE is a scalar quantity that represents the rate of separation of526

initially neighboring particles over a finite-time window [t, t+T ]. Considering527

an arbitrary point xt at time t, at each location of the studied domain, the528

FTLE represents the growth factor of the norm of a perturbation δxt that529

started at time t and advected by the flow after an advection time T . Max-530

imal stretching occurs when δxt is aligned with the eigenvector associated531

with the largest eigenvalue λmax of the Cauchy-Green deformation tensor532
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Figure A.11: Spacing of vertical layers along the section indicated in Figure 5 (c).

∆ = MTM, where M : xt 7→ xt+T is the flow map that advances points xt in533

the domain at time t to their new locations xt+T at time t+T . The backward534

FTLE (i.e., T < 0) is then defined as FTLE = log(λmax)/2T . The readers535

are referred to Haller (2015) for more details about the computation of the536

FTLE discussed above.537
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 The TRSP lagoon hydrodynamics are controlled by the background foo oo the 
adjacent sea, tdal currents, and oind stress.

 Circulatons in TRSP lagoon are signifcantly modulated by episodes oo strong easterly
oind jets, partcularly in ointer. 

 Spatal distributon oo the residence tme in TRSP lagoon is strongly afected by the 
seasonality oo circulaton paterns.
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